tRNA molecule has a well-known second structure in which it folds by pairing of far-off nucleotides. This paper shows a Syntactic Pattern Recognition methodology for model tRNA second structure using stochastic context-free grammars. In order to learn models, structural regions (paired nucleotides) have been learned from categorized samples with full labelled tree with a Corpus based estimation algorithm. Non structural regions have been modelled by hidden Markov models and transformed to stochastic regular grammars to fusion together the structural regions. Test with positive samples and negative samples in comparison with Sakakibara achieved 1.81% in sequences error rate, 98.43% in Precision and 100% in Recall and 100% of SER in negative test. Corpus based algorithm is computational time efficient and required less training samples for converge to the correct model of the tRNA second structure.
INTRODUCTION
tRNA molecules are encoded by a linear string (the primary structure) of four different constituent nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and uracil (U). Nucleotides of far positions interact forming the A-U and G-C Watson-Crick pairs as well as G-U base pairs. Structured regions are composed by paired nucleotides and they are responsible of the molecule folding. In order to model structured regions, we propose to use stochastic context-free grammas (SCFG). Non-structured regions are formed by free nucleotides situated on externals loop motifs. In order to model nonstructured regions we propose to use regular grammars, concretely learn models for each region with Hidden Markov Thanks to Diego Linares for answering all the questions about stochastic context-free grammars and Satoshi Sekine for his evaluation software. The authors thank the Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo of Spain supporting grant and the INBIOMED consortium Models (HMM). The fusion of structured and non-structured models will offer the general stochastic model for the recognition of tRNA molecules. There are 4 arms and 3 loops. The acceptor, D, T pseudouridine C and anticodon arms, and D, T pseudouridine C and anticodon loops. Sometimes tRNA molecules have an extra or variable loop tRNA.
Grammatical structures and inference algorithms can be applied to the tRNA structure studying their behaviour in real problems. Concretely, the palindrome structure of structured regions of the tRNA molecules, has a very interested linguistic pattern to applied estimation and interpretation algorithms of stochastic context-free grammars (SCFG) [1] .
Modelling of tRNA molecules using Syntactic Pattern Recognition has been studied by some authors because of its interested second structure. Salvador and Benedi in [2] present results of the experiments using stochastic contextfree grammars combined with n-grams in order to model the tRNA structure. The combination of stochastic contextfree grammars of regions with far relationed nucleotides and regular grammars regions without far relations can obtain precise models of the tRNA molecules. Appropiated algorithms for learning each region will offer the computational mechanism in order to solve the model. New experiments using Corpus-based algorithm have been carried out for modelling structural regions and the combination with Hidden Markov Models of non-structural regions have achieved satisfactory results in low computation time, we present this methodology on next sections. Sakakibara et al. in [3] introduce a model for estimating SCFG models of the second structure and align tRNA sequences. For doing it, two approximations are followed: 1) Calculate the rules probability from aligned sequences by counting the nucleotides in each column using the probability density of Dirichlet and 2) application of the EM algorithm that (by dynamic programming) obtains the probability of each production using the in (probability of subtrees) and out functions (probability of the rest tree without the node expanded). Sakakibara studies in [4] the models capability, alignment and discrimination for seven tRNA groups (ARCHAE, CY, CYANEL, EUBACT, VIRUS, MT and PART III).
METHODOLOGY
Interaction between far nucleotides folds the tRNA molecule in a characteristic way, forming a set of regions in the second structure of the molecule [5] . The second structure can be modelled with stochastic context-free grammars, and for learning, if structural information is available, corpus based algorithm can obtain directly the model from labelled training corpus. Non-structured regions are formed by free nucleotides situated on externals loop motifs. In order to model non-structured regions we propose to use regular grammars, concretely to learn models to each region with Hidden Markov Models (HMM).
Experiments carried out to train and evaluate the introduced methodology, use the "Compilation of tRNA sequences and sequences of tRNA genes" [6] that includes samples aligned with second structure information.
The inter-arm region (positions 8 and 9) was substituted by the R0 symbol, D-loop by R1, Anticodon-loop by R2, Variable loop by R3 and TΦC loop by R4. The Corpusbased grammar algorithm is trained using categorized samples with labelled tree nodes in order to incorporate the tRNA samples alignment to the second structured. The categorized corpus was bracketed to be used in stochastic context free grammar learning Sakakibara algorithm.
Learning non-structured regions
Hidden Markov Models [7] have been applied in order to obtain individual models of non-structured regions in order to captura local relations between nucleotides. The learning algorithms applied to infer the non-structured models are Baum-Welch and Viterbi. Topologies probed have been lineal topology, with connexions from each state to itself and the next state, bakis topology which allows connections from each state to itself and the two next states and left-right topology which has connections from each state to left states. The number of states varied from the minimum to maximum length of the training samples. Once hidden Markov models have been reached a conversion to stochastic grammars is needed in order to be joined with structured part.
Learning corpus based grammars of structural regions
In order to reduce the computational time and the size of the training corpus as low as possible, Corpus based grammar estimation is proposed, in which labelled trees associated to the training sequences make known the full structure of samples.
Sequences alignment of the tRNA database allows assigning a fix position to each nucleotide and then joining the positions of Watson-Crick pairs in the tRNA molecule. Following previous works in Natural Language Models [8] , stochastic context-free grammars are learned using the labelled trees of training samples like Treebank grammars project ( [9] and [10] ).
The modelling of structured regions with corpus-based grammar will use the alignment of samples to the second structure to label internal nodes of the sample parse tree. Parse tree internal nodes are labelled according to the pairbase relative positions in the alignment and the child nodes following the second structure scheme. The SCFG will be obtained by counting rules used in structured tree samples and normalizing per non-terminal.
The Corpus-based grammar algorithm input is a set of complete labelled trees with non-structured regions categorized y = y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n , y = S 1 (y 1 S 2 (y 2 S X (. . . )y 2p )y 1p ) ∈ (Σ+(, )+N ) + . The result of the method will be the corpusbased estimated SCFG (N, Σ, P, S),
Complete labelled trees as training corpus avoid applying tedious combination methods, so Corpus-based grammar algorithm go straight to the result model making the method extremely fast.
Analysis of sequences
Complete models for tRNA molecules are composed of structured model expressed by a context-free grammar and the set of non-structured regions models. One of each complete model is compound by five non-structured regions and one model with the structured regions. Earley algorithm allows knowing if a sequence is or not including in the language generated by the grammar [11] . Earley algorithm process sequences from left to right, filling list of positions with items, that indicate the application of the grammatical rules, the interpreted and non-interpreted parts of the consequent and the link to the position in which the item have been inserted.
EVALUATION
The interpretation of samples has been carried out using the stochastic version of the Earley algorithm. To evaluate tRNA models we have used the Sequences Error Rate (SER), Precision and Recall [12] . SER has been measured for testing fusion models with a positive corpus composed by non-seen real tRNA sequences and a negative corpus of synthetic random samples extracted from real RRNA samples. Sequences error rate (SER) estimate the number of samples that are not accepted by the grammar, and then are not included on the model language. Precision and recall rates have been obtained for stochastic context-free models of the structured regions using positive samples accepted by the models. Precision and recall measure the similarity between the best tree obtained by earley algorithm and the real tree of the second structure of the sample.
The tRNA models have been trained with 3587 samples, 1323 samples have been reserved to test the result models with non-seen data. Negative corpus has been prepared from the LSURRNA database [13] . A randomize procedure extracted disjoint subsequences from LSU-RRNA samples, with the purpose of getting a biologically randomize but a significant corpus. Table 1 presents training and test corpus statistics, for full (tRNA+), structured (tRNA*+) and non-structured regions (R0, D, Anticodon, Variable, TYC) of positive samples and negative samples (LSU-). Best hidden Markov models chosen for non-structured regions have been estimated with Baum-Welch algorithm. Topologies for each region are: 1-state model form region 0, 6-state bakis for D-Loop, 7-state lineal for Anticodon loop, 4-state bakis for the variable loop and 7-state lineal for TYC region [14] .
The learning process of the structural part was carried out by Corpus-based algorithm and Sakakibara algorithm in order to compare their results . To evaluate the influence of the training size, six SCFG models were estimated with each algorithm: 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 3587 samples (the whole training corpus). Test results over positive samples of corpus based algorithm are shown in table 2 and  results of Sakakibara in table 3 Fast convergence of the Corpus based algorithm compared with Sakakibara algorithm is produced because of the Results with negative test have achieved 100% in sequences error rate. No specificity loose has been produced because of the well-known second structure of the structured regions with a very restricted topology.
DISCUSSION
More realistic negative samples must be tested. Negative samples used in experiments are extracted from real data but don't incorporate second structure similar to tRNA. Test of negative samples with different nucleotides pair structure could measure the specifity of the tRNA grammars.
Further works will applied this methodology to discriminate between tRNA biological groups annotated in the Steinberg database and more complicated molecules will try to be modelled as protein families.
Corpus-based grammar algorithm with fast reestimation step (one iteration) with bracketed or non-bracketed samples) could be a fast and reliable method to align and recognize different type of molecules with known second structure.
CONCLUSIONS
The merge of SCFG and Regular models achieves the characterization of the tRNA second structure with satisfactory recognition results. The stochastic context-free grammars are quite useful to represent the structure regions (the arms) of the tRNA molecule, obtaining fine models by the use of learning algorithms with structural information. HMMs obtain good and simple models that avoid unnecessary complex models in non-structured regions.
Recognition method are based on Earley algorithm allows us analysing context-free grammars in general form, avoiding computationally expensive transformations to CNF grammar.
Corpus-based algorithm and Sakakibara algorithm obtain good results for the tRNA modelling (1.81% and 1.13% in SER and more than 98%-100% and 99%-96% in precisionrecall rates), but the first one is very much faster because of the use of the alignment information that avoid to execute big tedious combination of rules. In front of this advantage, Corpus-based strategy can suffer from lack of generalization.
Corpus-based algorithm goes straight to the grammar model guide by the full-labelled tree of training samples. This strategy is better in order to reduce the number of training samples needed to get a correct model. When high number of samples is used, Sakakibara algorithm reach similar Corpus based results but computational time differs from seconds to several days. The reduction in computer time opens possibilities for interactive applications in bioinformatics environments.
